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Summary 

This report provides documentation for the work MIB has delivered to the Canadian Institute of 
Actuaries Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience (CCPME, subsequently renamed the 
Pension Experience Subcommittee). It includes five sections and two appendixes: 

1. Data Validation  
• Provides description of the initial data review 
• Details the validation rules for catching syntax error and logic errors 
• Describe the data validation report packages that were sent to contributors after data 

was received 
2. Reasonability Analysis 

• Describes the reasonability reports, data sign-off process and its results 
• Special notes on data (unresolved cases and incorrectly reported deaths) 

3. Calculation Details 
• Details the formulas for calculating essential fields such as exposure and death amounts  
• Describes the work performed to calculate the mortality rates presented herein 

4. Timeline Information 
• Provides timeline information for the major steps of the project 

5. List of Contributors 
• Provides the list of contributors and number of plans included by each 

Appendix 1 – CCPME Data Format Guidelines 

Appendix 2 – CCPME Data Format 
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Section 1: Data Validation 

1.1: Data Validation Rules 

The data format was established by the CCPME and MIB was the data compiler for the study. The data 
format guidelines and data format itself are attached as Appendix 1 & 2 at the end of this document.  

When data was received from contributors, a number of audits were instituted to validate the format 
and various parameters of the data files. The initial review of the data files involved checking whether 
the submitted data file followed the data format set up by the CCPME and whether the field values were 
acceptable. 

 Listed below are samples of audit checks for catching syntax errors: 

Field Name Field Value Requirement Reject if Incorrect? 
Plan ID Must not be blank Yes 
Year Must be 4 digits Yes 
Gender Valid Values:  1, 2 Yes 
Date of Birth Must be valid date Yes 
Date of Hire Must be valid date No 
Date of Retirement Must be valid date Yes when Status is 7. No when Status is 3 or 5 

(assign half year of exposure for that observation 
year). 

Date of Exit Must be valid date No. Assign a half year exposure for that 
exposure year.  

Date of Death Must be valid date No. When Status is 7, assign a full year exposure 
for that observation year. 

Status Valid Values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7 

Yes 

Salary Must be numeric No 
Total Monthly 
Pension in Pay 

Must be numeric No 

Beneficiary Birth Date Must be valid date Yes when Status is 6 
Beneficiary Benefit 
Start Date 

Must be valid date No. When Status is 6, assign a half year of 
exposure. 

Form of Benefit Valid Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
blank 

No 

Workforce 
Characteristics 

Valid Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, blank No 

Eligible for Retiree 
Health Benefits? 

Valid Values: 1, 2, blank No 

 

While not sufficient to pick up all errors, this initial process often pointed out systematic problems with 
a contributor’s data. Sometimes the explanations were as simple as coding mistakes, incorrect record 
length, wrong justification within a field or improper positioning of information as laid out by the data 
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specifications. In fact, the data often was there, but the format of the fields required some reworking to 
standardize the information. All files were edited in this fashion. 

The second and more thorough review was to check for logic errors within the data. Samples of the logic 
error checks are listed below: 

Error Description Detail Reject if incorrect? 
Date of Birth not reasonable Year must be >= 1900 and 

< 2010 
Yes if Active or Retired life (refer to 
Section 4 for determination of an 
Active or Retired life) 

Date of Hire not reasonable Year must be >= 1900 and 
< 2010 

Yes if Active Life (refer to Section 4 
for determination of an Active Life) 

Date of Retire not reasonable Year must be >= 1900 and 
< 2010 

Yes if Retired Life (refer to Section 4 
for determination of a Retired life) 

Date of Death required when 
Status is 7 

 No (assign a full year exposure for 
that observation year) 

Beneficiary Birth Date required 
when Status is 6 or 7 if 
Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is 
not blank. 

 Yes 

Total Monthly Pension in Pay 
required when Status is equal to 
3, 5, 6 or 7 

 No 

Date of Hire must be before Date 
of Death 

 Yes if Status is 7 

Date of Exit must be on or 
before Date of Death 

 Yes if Status is 2 or 7 

Year of Death must be on 
Observation Year 

 Yes if Status is 7 

Pension Amount must be blank if 
active life 

 No 

 

1.2 Data Validation Report Package 
 

The result of the data validation review were summarized in Excel workbooks and sent to each 
contributor for review. Each data validation report package includes the following files: 
 

• Validation Cover Letter: this document summarizes results of the data validation process for the 
contributor. In the letter, key issues of the data were identified and the corresponding 
treatment was explained to the contributor. For example, many contributors submitted records 
with deferred vested status. We let the contributors know that these records would be dropped 
as they were outside the scope of this study. Some contributors’ data also had date problems, 
such that date of birth was in the future or date of death not in the observation period. We let 
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the contributors know that these problems would result in records being excluded unless they 
responded with corrections. 

• Contributor Specific Submission Total.xls: this workbook summarizes record count, sum of salary 
amount, sum of monthly pension amount, sum of deaths and sum of excluded record count by 
status for each plan and all plans combined. 

• Contributor Specific Error report.xls: these worksheets show the details of the errors returned 
while checking data against the validation rules. This file details the error type, error description 
and a listing of how the errors occurred for different termination reason. The error information 
can be expanded to details at the individual member level by double clicking on the error counts 
in the pivot table.  

• Contributor Specific Duplicate Report.xls: this workbook shows a pivot table that can be used to 
validate records that may be duplicates. 

• Contributor Specific Key Column Reasonableness Report.xls: this workbook shows key data 
elements, the description, the percentage distribution of the records and the counts of the 
records of the values coded in each key data element. There is one sheet for each plan. 

• Contributor Specific Total Summary.xls: this workbook provides a quick overview of the files 
submitted, number and percentage of records excluded for errors and a count and percentage 
of records that will be used in the study.    

Section 2: Reasonability Analysis 

2.1: Reasonability Report 

The reasonability analysis constitutes the comparison of a contributor’s experience to the partial 
industry experience for which the contributor is in. For example, a university contributor’s experience is 
compared with the aggregate contributor experience under the “Educational Institutions” industry. The 
contributors were asked to review the reasonability of these results and sign off on their data before 
deadline. The results were presented in pivot table format and separate tables were created using 
different metrics of the data. For example, the first report of the workbook shows the A/E ratio by count 
and is based on the gender metric. An example of the “By Gender” workbook is shown below: 
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The following reports were included as part of the Excel workbook sent to the contributor.  

1. By Gender  
2. By Attained Age 
3. By Face Amount 
4. By Calendar Year and 5-yr Calendar Group 

In addition, a list of “unresolved cases” was sent to contributors to confirm.  Contributors were 
requested to review these cases and provide guidance on how to resolve them.   

Some contributors resubmitted their data after receiving the reasonability analysis. Out of 19 
contributors that submitted data, 7 had two submissions, 1 contributor submitted data four times and 
one contributor decided to not participate in the study after receiving the validation reports. Each 
contributor was given a reasonable amount of time to sign-off on their data. After the sign-off deadline 
if no response was received, it was assumed the contributor had approved the Reasonability Analysis 
report and a sign-off on their data was in place.   

2.2 Unresolved Cases and Incorrectly Reported Deaths 
 
2.2.1 Unresolved Cases 

This contains records that did not complete the duration of the study period but without any reason for 
the member leaving the plan; or records where the status is inconsistent with information given on 
termination dates.   

Most “unresolved cases” are of the first type. For example, for a plan that reports through year 2008, a 
member’s last record is for year 2007 with retired status and there is no record of this member in year 
2008. In this case, the latest record received (year 2007) will be marked “unresolved”. And if a 
beneficiary record appears for the same member, then the last record for the retired member is 
changed to a death with a 12/31 death date.  If no beneficiary record appears, the UnresolvedFlag field 
was set to “1” and the record was excluded from the study. 

Retirement_Type
Gender_Desc Data Retired Beneficiary Grand Total
1=Male Number of Records 63,049 1,090 64,139

Contracts Exposed 61,781 1,045 62,825
Death Exposure 1,438 1 1,439
Qx by Count 0.02327 0.00096 0.02290
Expected Deaths by Contract UP94Adj 1,960                     41                         2,001        
AE Ratio by Count - UP94Adj 73.4% 2.4% 71.9%

2=Female Number of Records 3,111 5,316 8,427
Contracts Exposed 3,013 5,082 8,096
Death Exposure 63 61 124
Qx by Count 0.02091 0.01198 0.01531
Expected Deaths by Contract UP94Adj 64                         113                       177           
AE Ratio by Count - UP94Adj 98.3% 53.9% 70.0%

Total Number of Records 66,160 6,406 72,566
Total Contracts Exposed 64,794 6,127 70,921
Total Death Exposure 1,501 62 1,563
Total Qx by Count 0.02316 0.01010 0.02204
Total Expected Deaths by Contract UP94Adj 2,024                     154                       2,178        
Total AE Ratio by Count - UP94Adj 74.2% 40.1% 71.8%
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1.3.2 Incorrectly Reported Deaths 

Some contributors keep death records in their data after the year of death. This would distort the death 
count and death exposure values if these records are included in the study. We have excluded most of 
these death cases by setting field Excluded to “Excluded” for records that meet the following criteria: 

a. Year of Death not blank and smaller than Observation Year 
b. Retirement type = “Retired” (refer to “Determination of Life being examined” under 
section 3.2 for definition of retirement types.) 

 There were about 138,000 records excluded for incorrectly reported deaths. We have also checked to 
make sure that these records had the correct reporting for the year of death. However, there are some 
incorrectly reported death cases that remain in the database. Since each contributor has their own way 
of reporting data, in order to catch all incorrectly reported death cases manual adjustments are needed. 
The impact of these remaining incorrectly reported death records is immaterial to the study result. 
Therefore no manual adjustment was made.   

 

Section 3: Calculation Details 

3.1 Calculation Overview 

In the Canadian Pension Mortality Study, Exposure and Actual to Expected ratio (A/E) calculations were 
performed. Expected mortality was based on the 1994 Uninsured Pensioner Mortality Table (UP94), 
projected to 2004 (mid-year of the study) using scale AA. 

Exposure was measured in Years and Amount Exposed was measured in Dollars. Calculations were 
performed for Retired and Beneficiary lives.  

3.2 Formulas 

• Attained Age: 

Age nearest at beginning of Observation Year.  
(01/01/Observation Year – Birth Date (In Days)) / 365.25 
Result was rounded to nearest integer. 
 

• Expected Mortality: 

Based on Gender and Attained Age, a qₓ value was retrieved from table UP94. A mortality projection 
scalar was applied. The Scale AA provided with UP94 table was used, based on a projection as of 
2004, the selected mid-year point in the study.  

Expected Mortality = qₓ * Exposure 
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• Determination of Life being examined: 

Retired Life: 
If Status = “3” or “5” 
If Status = “7”and Date of Retirement is not blank and Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is blank. 
 
Beneficiary Life: 
If Status = “6” 
If Status = “7” and Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is not blank. 
 
Active Life: 
If Status = “1”, “2”, or “4” 
[Note: If Status is “2” and Date of Exit precedes Year of Observation, we assumed this is a Deferred 
Vested life and such records were excluded from the study.] 
If Status = “7” and both the Date of Retirement and Beneficiary Benefit Start Date are blank. 
 

• Retired Exposure: 

In Year of Retirement:  
Retired Exposure = (12/31/Year of Retirement - Date of Retirement (in days)) / 365.25 
If Date of Retirement is blank, full year of Exposure was applied. 
 
Each year after Retirement until year before Death: 
Retired Exposure = 1  
 
In Year of Death: 
Retired Exposure = 1 
 
If Retirement and Death occur in same Year, Retired Exposure will be calculated the same as defined 
under ‘In Year of Retirement’.  
 
Amount Exposed on Retired person = Exposure * Monthly Pension amount * 12 

• Beneficiary Exposure: 

In Year when Beneficiary Benefits start:  
Beneficiary Exposure = (12/31/Year of Beneficiary Benefit Start Date - Beneficiary Benefit Start Date 
(in days)) / 365.25 
If Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is blank, full year of Exposure was applied. 
 
Each year after Benefits start until year before Beneficiary Death if applicable: 
Beneficiary Exposure = 1  
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In Year of Death: 
Beneficiary Exposure = 1 
 
If Benefits Start and Death occur in same Year, Beneficiary Exposure was calculated same as defined 
under ‘In Year when Beneficiary Benefits start’.  

 
Amount Exposed on Beneficiary = Exposure * Monthly Pension amount * 12 
 

3.3 Calculation of Mortality Rates 
 

3.3.1 Raw Mortality Rates 

The following table shows the annual average of raw rates by amount for male and female retirees.  
Only the public sector data was included. The death and exposure calculations used to produce these 
rates were performed independently by MIB. 

 

Age Male Female Age Male Female
55 0.003344 0.002136 81 0.053693 0.035774
56 0.003498 0.002415 82 0.061521 0.041397
57 0.003580 0.002718 83 0.071400 0.047594
58 0.004378 0.002758 84 0.079020 0.053960
59 0.004131 0.002702 85 0.093225 0.060203
60 0.005132 0.003099 86 0.098412 0.066039
61 0.005435 0.003761 87 0.113833 0.079338
62 0.006938 0.004032 88 0.129477 0.087434
63 0.006765 0.004551 89 0.136242 0.101303
64 0.008119 0.005065 90 0.147946 0.121137
65 0.008520 0.007285 91 0.176462 0.126557
66 0.010014 0.006460 92 0.213996 0.146829
67 0.011034 0.006930 93 0.180882 0.165172
68 0.012408 0.007903 94 0.249228 0.182477
69 0.013819 0.008462 95 0.283555 0.199161
70 0.014824 0.009288 96 0.270635 0.232072
71 0.015664 0.011094 97 0.219628 0.252739
72 0.019244 0.012623 98 0.281659 0.275702
73 0.021404 0.013090 99 0.335202 0.265544
74 0.025486 0.014684 100 0.244803 0.328707
75 0.026784 0.016392
76 0.030775 0.017942
77 0.034815 0.020210
78 0.039752 0.022279
79 0.044108 0.027925
80 0.048581 0.030164

Qx by Amount
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3.3.2 Data Adjustments 

The following data adjustments were applied for calculating the mortality rates in accordance with the 
instructions of CCPME.  

1. Only rates from selected contributors and observation years were considered. 
2. Monthly pension amounts were capped at $10,000. 
3. Removed “Excluded” and “Unresolved” records. Removed records with attained age greater 

than 95 or lower than 55. Also removed records with gender that was neither Male or Female. 
4. For incorrectly reported death records, we  first identified who they were by running the 

following SQL query: 
 
admin_code in ('b','c','d','f','h','k','p','r') 

   and retirement_type = 'retired' 

and excluded <> 'excluded' 

and unresolvedcases <> '1' 

   and year_of_death >= [year] 

and attained_age <= '95' 

and attained_age >= '55' 

The result was 60 unique memberID’s, a handful of records were corrected manually (exclude the 
incorrectly reported death records). For the majority of these 60 cases, no further adjustments 
were needed as they had deaths correctly reported in the death year and we were already 
excluding the incorrectly reported death records. 

5. Records with monthly pension amount smaller than $10 were ignored. 
 

3.3.3 Key Formulas: 

The following key formulas were used to calculate the ungraduated mortality rates: 

Qx = Death Count / Number Exposed 

Qx by Amount = Death Amount / Amount Exposed 

Death Amount = Death Count * 12 * Monthly Pension Amount 

Amount Exposed = Number Exposed * 12 * Monthly Pension Amount 
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Section 4: Timeline Information 

• Create Data Call - from September 2009 to April 2010. In this phase, the following tasks were 
completed: 

i. Initial Planning 
ii. Build name and Address list 

iii. Create data call documents 
iv. Create Calculation and editing specifications 
v. Data call sent out 

• Process Data – from November 2009 to September 2011. In this phase, the following tasks were 
completed: 

i. Answering contributor questions 
ii. Deadline for data submission 

iii. Processing original submission – from January 2010 to August 2010 
iv. Re-processing after Reasonability Analysis – from April 2011 to September 2011 

• Reasonability Analysis – from March 2011 to September 2011. In this phase, the following tasks 
were completed:  

i. Create Individual pivot tables 
ii. Reasonability Analysis sent out 

iii. Unresolved records analysis 
iv. Resubmissions Reasonability Analysis sent out 

• Composite Reports for Contributors 
i. First round – June 2010 to September 2010 

ii. Second round – February 2011 to March 2011 
iii. Third round – August 2011 to November 2011 

• Calculation of Mortality Rates – from June 2012 to January 2013 

Section 5: List of Contributors 

There were a total of 19 contributors who submitted data to the study, out of which 18 contributors’ 
data was included in the study. 

BC Pension Corp – 5 Plans 
Buck Consultants – 1 Plan 
CAAT Pension Plan – 1 Plan 
Carleton University – 1 plan 
CARRA – 11 Plans 
Dalhousie University – 1 Plan 
Eckler – 9 Plans 
Ford Motor Co – 6 Plans 
HOOPP – Hospitals of Ontario Pension Plan – 1 Plan, multi-employer 
Laval University – 3 Plans 
McAteer Group – 5 Plans 
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Mercer – 1 Plan 
Morneau Sobeco – 2 Plans 
OMERS – 5 Plans 
Ontario Power Generation – 1 Plan 
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan – 1 Plan 
OPSEU Pension Trust – 1 Plan 
Simon Fraser University – 2 Plans 
Sun Life – 1 Plan 
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Appendix 1: Data Format Guidelines 

Guidelines for the Mortality Experience Study of the Committee on Canadian 
Pension Mortality Experience 

 
Thank you from the Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience (CCPME) of the Canadian 
Institute of Actuaries (CIA) for participating in the Canadian Pension Mortality Experience Study data 
call. MIB is acting as data compiler for this study and can answer any questions you may have regarding 
the data call. The record format for this data call can be found at 
http://www.mibsolutions.com/industry_studies/ .  
 
It is the objective of the CCPME to study pension experience between 1999 and 2008, inclusive. Plans 
that can supply years of experience prior to 1999 are encouraged to do so. Plans that can only supply a 
limited number of years are requested to supply their data with as many years as possible.  
 
This specification refers to both the active and retired plan members. If you can only send either active 
or retired data, please send the data that you do have.  
 
Plan ID. This is an administrator supplied unique number for all pension plans submitted. This should be 
a unique number instead of an actual name to promote confidentiality. MIB uses this code to identify 
individual pension plans and report on them separately.  
 
Year. This is the year, either calendar year or plan year, of data being reported in this file. Please use the 
year-end status for all fields. Please submit a separate file or database for each year of experience from 
1999 through 2008 or before.  
 
Please inform MIB whether your data is submitted on a calendar year or a plan year basis. If submitting 
in plan year, please inform MIB about the beginning date of the plan year.  
 
Member ID. This is an administrator supplied unique number representing a specific member of a 
specific plan. This should be a unique non-identifiable code to promote confidentiality.  
 
Sex. The sex should be the gender of either the active employee, the pensioner receiving the payments 
or, when appropriate, the beneficiary receiving payments. This study considers each gender to be 
defined as:  
• 0 = Unknown  
• 1 = Male  
• 2 = Female  
 
Member Date of Birth. This study requires the Date of Birth of the member and should be in a 
DDMMYYYY format.  
 
Date of Hire. For active members (Status = 1, 2, 4 or 7), this is the date a member is hired by the 
company participating in this plan, in DDMMYYYY format.  
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Date of Retirement. For members receiving retirement benefits (Status = 3, 5, 6 or 7) this is the 
date when the member retired and should be before the end of the Observation Year. This date 
should be coded in DDMMYYYY format.  
 
Date of Exit. For terminated members only (Status = 2), this date is when a member has terminated for 
reasons other than death or retirement. Please submit in DDMMYYYY format.  
 
Date of Death. Upon the death of a member, please submit the date of death in DDMMYYYY format, 
but leave blank in other cases.  
 
Status. The Status is coded for all members showing their status at the end of the Year.  
• 1 = Active employee  
• 2 = Terminated employee  
• 3 = Disabled in pay  
• 4 = Disabled not in pay  
• 5 = Retiree  
• 6 = Beneficiary in pay  
• 7 = Deceased  
 
Salary. For active members (Status = 1 or 4), if a member has received salary, enter that amount. For 
Terminated Active Members (Status = 2), enter the last annual salary. If coding Salary, Total Monthly 
Pension In Pay should be left blank.  
 
Total Monthly Pension In Pay. For members receiving retirement benefits (Status = 3, 5 or 6) or 
deceased pensioner (Status = 7), this is the monthly pension amount in whole dollars. If coding Total 
Monthly Pension In Pay, Salary should be left blank.  
 
Beneficiary Birth Date. For the beneficiaries of deceased members, this study requires the date of birth 
of the beneficiary when that person is collecting the pension, and should be in a DDMMYYYY format.  
 
Beneficiary Benefit Start Date. For the beneficiaries of retired members, this is the date that the 
beneficiary started to receive the pension.  
 
Form of Benefit. For retired members, Form of Benefit is defined as:  
• 0 = Unknown  
• 1 = Single life  
• 2 = Single life with guarantee  
• 3 = Joint & survivor  
• 4 = Joint & survivor with guarantee  
• 5 = Other  
 
If the member’s benefit is known to be either Single Life or Joint Life, but unknown whether there are 
guarantees, please code the case as Single Life or Joint & Survivor, as appropriate. 
 
Workforce Characteristics. Workforce Characteristics is defined as:  
• 0 = Unknown  
• 1 = Non-union salaried  
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• 2 = Non-union hourly  
• 3 = Union  
 
If the member’s Workforce Characteristics have changed at any point, please code the final Salary Status 
at the end of the observation year, termination or death.  
 
Eligible for Retiree Health Benefits. The values for Eligible for Retiree Health Benefits are:  
• 1 = Yes, the member is eligible for health benefits  
• 2 = No, the member is not eligible for health benefits  
 
Recommended Coding Practices  
Joint & Survivor records  
 
Death of Member  
Code 2 records, one for death of member and one for beneficiary.  
 
• Death of Member 

o Code Status = 7.  
o Code Date of Death of member.  
o Code Gender and Date of Birth of member.  

 
• Beneficiary  

o Code Status = 6.  
o Code Beneficiary Benefit Start Date as appropriate.  
o Code Gender and Beneficiary Birth Date of beneficiary.  
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Appendix 2: Data Format 

Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience Data Format 
Specification 

 General Information  
Required for both Active and Retired Lives  
Col  Length  Item  Req  Description  
1 - 10  10  Plan ID  R  Unique identifier for each plan submitted.  
11 - 14  4  Year  R  Year of data being sent.  
15 - 24  10  Member ID  R  Unique identifier for each member within a plan.  
25  1  Sex  R  0 = Unknown  

1 = Male  
2 = Female  

26 - 33  8  Member Date 
of Birth  

R  Member Date of Birth in DDMMYYYY format.  

34 - 41  8  Date of Hire  R  Date active member (Status = 1, 2 or 4) was hired in 
DDMMYYYY format.  
Leave blank for other statuses.  

42 - 49  8  Date of 
Retirement  

R  Date retired for retired (Status = 5) or Disabled In Pay (Status 
= 3), Beneficiary (Status = 6) or Deceased Retired (Status = 7) 
members in DDMMYYYY format.  
Leave blank for other statuses.  

50 – 57  8  Date of Exit  R  Date member left the plan (Status = 2) in DDMMYYYY format.  
Leave blank for other statuses.  

58 – 65  8  Date of Death  R  Date member deceased (Status = 7) in DDMMYYYY format.  
66  1  Status  R  1 = Active employee  

2 = Terminated employee  
3 = Disabled in pay  
4 = Disabled not in pay  
5 = Retiree  
6 = Beneficiary in pay  
7 = Deceased  

67 – 74  8  Salary  O  Salary of active members (Status = 1, 2 or 4).  
Leave blank for other statuses.  

75 – 82  8  Total Monthly 
Pension in Pay  

R  Monthly pension amount of retired members getting 
benefits (Status = 3, 5 or 6).  
Leave blank for other statuses.  

83 – 90  8  Beneficiary 
Birth Date  

R  For beneficiary records (Status = 6), the birth date of the 
beneficiary in DDMMYYYY format.  
For member records, leave blank.  
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Col  Length  Item  Req  Description  

91 – 98  8  Beneficiary 
Benefit Start 
Date  

R  For beneficiary records (Status = 6), the date that 
beneficiary’s benefits started in DDMMYYYY format.  
For member records, leave blank.  

99  1  Form of Benefit  O  0 = Unknown  
1 = Single life  
2 = Single life with guarantee  
3 = Joint & survivor  
4 = Joint & survivor with guarantee  
5 = Other  

100  1  Workforce 
Characteristics  

O  0 = Unknown  
1 = Non-union salaried  
2 = Non-union hourly  
3 = Union  

101  1  Eligible for 
Retiree Health 
Benefits?  

O  1 = Yes, member is eligible  
2 = No, member is not eligible  

 

Col. REQ – ‘R’ = Required, ‘O’ = Optional 
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Summary

This report provides documentation for the work MIB has delivered to the Canadian Institute of Actuaries Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience (CCPME, subsequently renamed the Pension Experience Subcommittee). It includes five sections and two appendixes:

1. Data Validation 

· Provides description of the initial data review

· Details the validation rules for catching syntax error and logic errors

· Describe the data validation report packages that were sent to contributors after data was received

2. Reasonability Analysis

· Describes the reasonability reports, data sign-off process and its results

· Special notes on data (unresolved cases and incorrectly reported deaths)

3. Calculation Details

· Details the formulas for calculating essential fields such as exposure and death amounts 

· Describes the work performed to calculate the mortality rates presented herein

4. Timeline Information

· Provides timeline information for the major steps of the project

5. List of Contributors

· Provides the list of contributors and number of plans included by each

Appendix 1 – CCPME Data Format Guidelines

Appendix 2 – CCPME Data Format




Section 1: Data Validation

1.1: Data Validation Rules

The data format was established by the CCPME and MIB was the data compiler for the study. The data format guidelines and data format itself are attached as Appendix 1 & 2 at the end of this document. 

When data was received from contributors, a number of audits were instituted to validate the format and various parameters of the data files. The initial review of the data files involved checking whether the submitted data file followed the data format set up by the CCPME and whether the field values were acceptable.

 Listed below are samples of audit checks for catching syntax errors:

		Field Name

		Field Value Requirement

		Reject if Incorrect?



		Plan ID

		Must not be blank

		Yes



		Year

		Must be 4 digits

		Yes



		Gender

		Valid Values:  1, 2

		Yes



		Date of Birth

		Must be valid date

		Yes



		Date of Hire

		Must be valid date

		No



		Date of Retirement

		Must be valid date

		Yes when Status is 7. No when Status is 3 or 5 (assign half year of exposure for that observation year).



		Date of Exit

		Must be valid date

		No. Assign a half year exposure for that exposure year. 



		Date of Death

		Must be valid date

		No. When Status is 7, assign a full year exposure for that observation year.



		Status

		Valid Values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

		Yes



		Salary

		Must be numeric

		No



		Total Monthly Pension in Pay

		Must be numeric

		No



		Beneficiary Birth Date

		Must be valid date

		Yes when Status is 6



		Beneficiary Benefit Start Date

		Must be valid date

		No. When Status is 6, assign a half year of exposure.



		Form of Benefit

		Valid Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, blank

		No



		Workforce Characteristics

		Valid Values: 0, 1, 2, 3, blank

		No



		Eligible for Retiree Health Benefits?

		Valid Values: 1, 2, blank

		No







While not sufficient to pick up all errors, this initial process often pointed out systematic problems with a contributor’s data. Sometimes the explanations were as simple as coding mistakes, incorrect record length, wrong justification within a field or improper positioning of information as laid out by the data specifications. In fact, the data often was there, but the format of the fields required some reworking to standardize the information. All files were edited in this fashion.

The second and more thorough review was to check for logic errors within the data. Samples of the logic error checks are listed below:

		Error Description

		Detail

		Reject if incorrect?



		Date of Birth not reasonable

		Year must be >= 1900 and < 2010

		Yes if Active or Retired life (refer to Section 4 for determination of an Active or Retired life)



		Date of Hire not reasonable

		Year must be >= 1900 and < 2010

		Yes if Active Life (refer to Section 4 for determination of an Active Life)



		Date of Retire not reasonable

		Year must be >= 1900 and < 2010

		Yes if Retired Life (refer to Section 4 for determination of a Retired life)



		Date of Death required when Status is 7

		

		No (assign a full year exposure for that observation year)



		Beneficiary Birth Date required when Status is 6 or 7 if Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is not blank.

		

		Yes



		Total Monthly Pension in Pay required when Status is equal to 3, 5, 6 or 7

		

		No



		Date of Hire must be before Date of Death

		

		Yes if Status is 7



		Date of Exit must be on or before Date of Death

		

		Yes if Status is 2 or 7



		Year of Death must be on Observation Year

		

		Yes if Status is 7



		Pension Amount must be blank if active life

		

		No







1.2 Data Validation Report Package



The result of the data validation review were summarized in Excel workbooks and sent to each contributor for review. Each data validation report package includes the following files:



· Validation Cover Letter: this document summarizes results of the data validation process for the contributor. In the letter, key issues of the data were identified and the corresponding treatment was explained to the contributor. For example, many contributors submitted records with deferred vested status. We let the contributors know that these records would be dropped as they were outside the scope of this study. Some contributors’ data also had date problems, such that date of birth was in the future or date of death not in the observation period. We let the contributors know that these problems would result in records being excluded unless they responded with corrections.

· Contributor Specific Submission Total.xls: this workbook summarizes record count, sum of salary amount, sum of monthly pension amount, sum of deaths and sum of excluded record count by status for each plan and all plans combined.

· Contributor Specific Error report.xls: these worksheets show the details of the errors returned while checking data against the validation rules. This file details the error type, error description and a listing of how the errors occurred for different termination reason. The error information can be expanded to details at the individual member level by double clicking on the error counts in the pivot table. 

· Contributor Specific Duplicate Report.xls: this workbook shows a pivot table that can be used to validate records that may be duplicates.

· Contributor Specific Key Column Reasonableness Report.xls: this workbook shows key data elements, the description, the percentage distribution of the records and the counts of the records of the values coded in each key data element. There is one sheet for each plan.

· Contributor Specific Total Summary.xls: this workbook provides a quick overview of the files submitted, number and percentage of records excluded for errors and a count and percentage of records that will be used in the study.   

Section 2: Reasonability Analysis

2.1: Reasonability Report

The reasonability analysis constitutes the comparison of a contributor’s experience to the partial industry experience for which the contributor is in. For example, a university contributor’s experience is compared with the aggregate contributor experience under the “Educational Institutions” industry. The contributors were asked to review the reasonability of these results and sign off on their data before deadline. The results were presented in pivot table format and separate tables were created using different metrics of the data. For example, the first report of the workbook shows the A/E ratio by count and is based on the gender metric. An example of the “By Gender” workbook is shown below:



The following reports were included as part of the Excel workbook sent to the contributor. 

1. By Gender 

2. By Attained Age

3. By Face Amount

4. By Calendar Year and 5-yr Calendar Group

In addition, a list of “unresolved cases” was sent to contributors to confirm.  Contributors were requested to review these cases and provide guidance on how to resolve them.  

Some contributors resubmitted their data after receiving the reasonability analysis. Out of 19 contributors that submitted data, 7 had two submissions, 1 contributor submitted data four times and one contributor decided to not participate in the study after receiving the validation reports. Each contributor was given a reasonable amount of time to sign-off on their data. After the sign-off deadline if no response was received, it was assumed the contributor had approved the Reasonability Analysis report and a sign-off on their data was in place.  

2.2 Unresolved Cases and Incorrectly Reported Deaths



2.2.1 Unresolved Cases

This contains records that did not complete the duration of the study period but without any reason for the member leaving the plan; or records where the status is inconsistent with information given on termination dates.  

Most “unresolved cases” are of the first type. For example, for a plan that reports through year 2008, a member’s last record is for year 2007 with retired status and there is no record of this member in year 2008. In this case, the latest record received (year 2007) will be marked “unresolved”. And if a beneficiary record appears for the same member, then the last record for the retired member is changed to a death with a 12/31 death date.  If no beneficiary record appears, the UnresolvedFlag field was set to “1” and the record was excluded from the study.

1.3.2 Incorrectly Reported Deaths

Some contributors keep death records in their data after the year of death. This would distort the death count and death exposure values if these records are included in the study. We have excluded most of these death cases by setting field Excluded to “Excluded” for records that meet the following criteria:

a. Year of Death not blank and smaller than Observation Year

b. Retirement type = “Retired” (refer to “Determination of Life being examined” under section 3.2 for definition of retirement types.)

 There were about 138,000 records excluded for incorrectly reported deaths. We have also checked to make sure that these records had the correct reporting for the year of death. However, there are some incorrectly reported death cases that remain in the database. Since each contributor has their own way of reporting data, in order to catch all incorrectly reported death cases manual adjustments are needed. The impact of these remaining incorrectly reported death records is immaterial to the study result. Therefore no manual adjustment was made.  



Section 3: Calculation Details

3.1 Calculation Overview

In the Canadian Pension Mortality Study, Exposure and Actual to Expected ratio (A/E) calculations were performed. Expected mortality was based on the 1994 Uninsured Pensioner Mortality Table (UP94), projected to 2004 (mid-year of the study) using scale AA.

Exposure was measured in Years and Amount Exposed was measured in Dollars. Calculations were performed for Retired and Beneficiary lives. 

3.2 Formulas

· Attained Age:

Age nearest at beginning of Observation Year. 

(01/01/Observation Year – Birth Date (In Days)) / 365.25

Result was rounded to nearest integer.



· Expected Mortality:

Based on Gender and Attained Age, a qₓ value was retrieved from table UP94. A mortality projection scalar was applied. The Scale AA provided with UP94 table was used, based on a projection as of 2004, the selected mid-year point in the study. 

Expected Mortality = qₓ * Exposure

· Determination of Life being examined:

Retired Life:

If Status = “3” or “5”

If Status = “7”and Date of Retirement is not blank and Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is blank.



Beneficiary Life:

If Status = “6”

If Status = “7” and Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is not blank.



Active Life:

If Status = “1”, “2”, or “4”

[Note: If Status is “2” and Date of Exit precedes Year of Observation, we assumed this is a Deferred Vested life and such records were excluded from the study.]

If Status = “7” and both the Date of Retirement and Beneficiary Benefit Start Date are blank.



· Retired Exposure:

In Year of Retirement: 

Retired Exposure = (12/31/Year of Retirement - Date of Retirement (in days)) / 365.25

If Date of Retirement is blank, full year of Exposure was applied.



Each year after Retirement until year before Death:

Retired Exposure = 1 



In Year of Death:

Retired Exposure = 1



If Retirement and Death occur in same Year, Retired Exposure will be calculated the same as defined under ‘In Year of Retirement’. 



Amount Exposed on Retired person = Exposure * Monthly Pension amount * 12

· Beneficiary Exposure:

In Year when Beneficiary Benefits start: 

Beneficiary Exposure = (12/31/Year of Beneficiary Benefit Start Date - Beneficiary Benefit Start Date (in days)) / 365.25

If Beneficiary Benefit Start Date is blank, full year of Exposure was applied.



Each year after Benefits start until year before Beneficiary Death if applicable:

Beneficiary Exposure = 1 



In Year of Death:

Beneficiary Exposure = 1



If Benefits Start and Death occur in same Year, Beneficiary Exposure was calculated same as defined under ‘In Year when Beneficiary Benefits start’. 



Amount Exposed on Beneficiary = Exposure * Monthly Pension amount * 12



3.3 Calculation of Mortality Rates



3.3.1 Raw Mortality Rates

The following table shows the annual average of raw rates by amount for male and female retirees.  Only the public sector data was included. The death and exposure calculations used to produce these rates were performed independently by MIB.





3.3.2 Data Adjustments

The following data adjustments were applied for calculating the mortality rates in accordance with the instructions of CCPME. 

1. Only rates from selected contributors and observation years were considered.

2. Monthly pension amounts were capped at $10,000.

3. Removed “Excluded” and “Unresolved” records. Removed records with attained age greater than 95 or lower than 55. Also removed records with gender that was neither Male or Female.

4. For incorrectly reported death records, we  first identified who they were by running the following SQL query:



admin_code in ('b','c','d','f','h','k','p','r')

  	and retirement_type = 'retired'

and excluded <> 'excluded'

and unresolvedcases <> '1'

  	and year_of_death >= [year]

and attained_age <= '95'

and attained_age >= '55'

The result was 60 unique memberID’s, a handful of records were corrected manually (exclude the incorrectly reported death records). For the majority of these 60 cases, no further adjustments were needed as they had deaths correctly reported in the death year and we were already excluding the incorrectly reported death records.

5. Records with monthly pension amount smaller than $10 were ignored.



3.3.3 Key Formulas:

The following key formulas were used to calculate the ungraduated mortality rates:

Qx = Death Count / Number Exposed

Qx by Amount = Death Amount / Amount Exposed

Death Amount = Death Count * 12 * Monthly Pension Amount

Amount Exposed = Number Exposed * 12 * Monthly Pension Amount



Section 4: Timeline Information

· Create Data Call - from September 2009 to April 2010. In this phase, the following tasks were completed:

i. Initial Planning

ii. Build name and Address list

iii. Create data call documents

iv. Create Calculation and editing specifications

v. Data call sent out

· Process Data – from November 2009 to September 2011. In this phase, the following tasks were completed:

i. Answering contributor questions

ii. Deadline for data submission

iii. Processing original submission – from January 2010 to August 2010

iv. Re-processing after Reasonability Analysis – from April 2011 to September 2011

· Reasonability Analysis – from March 2011 to September 2011. In this phase, the following tasks were completed: 

i. Create Individual pivot tables

ii. Reasonability Analysis sent out

iii. Unresolved records analysis

iv. Resubmissions Reasonability Analysis sent out

· Composite Reports for Contributors

i. First round – June 2010 to September 2010

ii. Second round – February 2011 to March 2011

iii. Third round – August 2011 to November 2011

· Calculation of Mortality Rates – from June 2012 to January 2013

Section 5: List of Contributors

There were a total of 19 contributors who submitted data to the study, out of which 18 contributors’ data was included in the study.

BC Pension Corp – 5 Plans

Buck Consultants – 1 Plan

CAAT Pension Plan – 1 Plan

Carleton University – 1 plan

CARRA – 11 Plans

Dalhousie University – 1 Plan

Eckler – 9 Plans

Ford Motor Co – 6 Plans

HOOPP – Hospitals of Ontario Pension Plan – 1 Plan, multi-employer

Laval University – 3 Plans

McAteer Group – 5 Plans

Mercer – 1 Plan

Morneau Sobeco – 2 Plans

OMERS – 5 Plans

Ontario Power Generation – 1 Plan

Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan – 1 Plan

OPSEU Pension Trust – 1 Plan

Simon Fraser University – 2 Plans

Sun Life – 1 Plan






Appendix 1: Data Format Guidelines

Guidelines for the Mortality Experience Study of the Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience



Thank you from the Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience (CCPME) of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA) for participating in the Canadian Pension Mortality Experience Study data call. MIB is acting as data compiler for this study and can answer any questions you may have regarding the data call. The record format for this data call can be found at http://www.mibsolutions.com/industry_studies/ . 



It is the objective of the CCPME to study pension experience between 1999 and 2008, inclusive. Plans that can supply years of experience prior to 1999 are encouraged to do so. Plans that can only supply a limited number of years are requested to supply their data with as many years as possible. 



This specification refers to both the active and retired plan members. If you can only send either active or retired data, please send the data that you do have. 



Plan ID. This is an administrator supplied unique number for all pension plans submitted. This should be a unique number instead of an actual name to promote confidentiality. MIB uses this code to identify individual pension plans and report on them separately. 



Year. This is the year, either calendar year or plan year, of data being reported in this file. Please use the year-end status for all fields. Please submit a separate file or database for each year of experience from 1999 through 2008 or before. 



Please inform MIB whether your data is submitted on a calendar year or a plan year basis. If submitting in plan year, please inform MIB about the beginning date of the plan year. 



Member ID. This is an administrator supplied unique number representing a specific member of a specific plan. This should be a unique non-identifiable code to promote confidentiality. 



Sex. The sex should be the gender of either the active employee, the pensioner receiving the payments or, when appropriate, the beneficiary receiving payments. This study considers each gender to be defined as: 

• 0 = Unknown 

• 1 = Male 

• 2 = Female 



Member Date of Birth. This study requires the Date of Birth of the member and should be in a DDMMYYYY format. 



Date of Hire. For active members (Status = 1, 2, 4 or 7), this is the date a member is hired by the company participating in this plan, in DDMMYYYY format. 



Date of Retirement. For members receiving retirement benefits (Status = 3, 5, 6 or 7) this is the date when the member retired and should be before the end of the Observation Year. This date should be coded in DDMMYYYY format. 



Date of Exit. For terminated members only (Status = 2), this date is when a member has terminated for reasons other than death or retirement. Please submit in DDMMYYYY format. 



Date of Death. Upon the death of a member, please submit the date of death in DDMMYYYY format, but leave blank in other cases. 



Status. The Status is coded for all members showing their status at the end of the Year. 

• 1 = Active employee 

• 2 = Terminated employee 

• 3 = Disabled in pay 

• 4 = Disabled not in pay 

• 5 = Retiree 

• 6 = Beneficiary in pay 

• 7 = Deceased 



Salary. For active members (Status = 1 or 4), if a member has received salary, enter that amount. For Terminated Active Members (Status = 2), enter the last annual salary. If coding Salary, Total Monthly Pension In Pay should be left blank. 



Total Monthly Pension In Pay. For members receiving retirement benefits (Status = 3, 5 or 6) or deceased pensioner (Status = 7), this is the monthly pension amount in whole dollars. If coding Total Monthly Pension In Pay, Salary should be left blank. 



Beneficiary Birth Date. For the beneficiaries of deceased members, this study requires the date of birth of the beneficiary when that person is collecting the pension, and should be in a DDMMYYYY format. 



Beneficiary Benefit Start Date. For the beneficiaries of retired members, this is the date that the beneficiary started to receive the pension. 



Form of Benefit. For retired members, Form of Benefit is defined as: 

• 0 = Unknown 

• 1 = Single life 

• 2 = Single life with guarantee 

• 3 = Joint & survivor 

• 4 = Joint & survivor with guarantee 

• 5 = Other 



If the member’s benefit is known to be either Single Life or Joint Life, but unknown whether there are guarantees, please code the case as Single Life or Joint & Survivor, as appropriate.



Workforce Characteristics. Workforce Characteristics is defined as: 

• 0 = Unknown 

• 1 = Non-union salaried 

• 2 = Non-union hourly 

• 3 = Union 



If the member’s Workforce Characteristics have changed at any point, please code the final Salary Status at the end of the observation year, termination or death. 



Eligible for Retiree Health Benefits. The values for Eligible for Retiree Health Benefits are: 

• 1 = Yes, the member is eligible for health benefits 

• 2 = No, the member is not eligible for health benefits 



Recommended Coding Practices 

Joint & Survivor records 



Death of Member 

Code 2 records, one for death of member and one for beneficiary. 



• Death of Member

o Code Status = 7. 

o Code Date of Death of member. 

o Code Gender and Date of Birth of member. 



• Beneficiary 

o Code Status = 6. 

o Code Beneficiary Benefit Start Date as appropriate. 

o Code Gender and Beneficiary Birth Date of beneficiary. 








Appendix 2: Data Format

Committee on Canadian Pension Mortality Experience Data Format Specification

		 General Information 

Required for both Active and Retired Lives 



		Col 

		Length 

		Item 

		Req 

		Description 



		1 - 10 

		10 

		Plan ID 

		R 

		Unique identifier for each plan submitted. 



		11 - 14 

		4 

		Year 

		R 

		Year of data being sent. 



		15 - 24 

		10 

		Member ID 

		R 

		Unique identifier for each member within a plan. 



		25 

		1 

		Sex 

		R 

		0 = Unknown 

1 = Male 

2 = Female 



		26 - 33 

		8 

		Member Date of Birth 

		R 

		Member Date of Birth in DDMMYYYY format. 



		34 - 41 

		8 

		Date of Hire 

		R 

		Date active member (Status = 1, 2 or 4) was hired in DDMMYYYY format. 

Leave blank for other statuses. 



		42 - 49 

		8 

		Date of Retirement 

		R 

		Date retired for retired (Status = 5) or Disabled In Pay (Status = 3), Beneficiary (Status = 6) or Deceased Retired (Status = 7) members in DDMMYYYY format. 

Leave blank for other statuses. 



		50 – 57 

		8 

		Date of Exit 

		R 

		Date member left the plan (Status = 2) in DDMMYYYY format. 

Leave blank for other statuses. 



		58 – 65 

		8 

		Date of Death 

		R 

		Date member deceased (Status = 7) in DDMMYYYY format. 



		66 

		1 

		Status 

		R 

		1 = Active employee 

2 = Terminated employee 

3 = Disabled in pay 

4 = Disabled not in pay 

5 = Retiree 

6 = Beneficiary in pay 

7 = Deceased 



		67 – 74 

		8 

		Salary 

		O 

		Salary of active members (Status = 1, 2 or 4). 

Leave blank for other statuses. 



		75 – 82 

		8 

		Total Monthly Pension in Pay 

		R 

		Monthly pension amount of retired members getting benefits (Status = 3, 5 or 6). 

Leave blank for other statuses. 



		83 – 90 

		8 

		Beneficiary Birth Date 

		R 

		For beneficiary records (Status = 6), the birth date of the beneficiary in DDMMYYYY format. 

For member records, leave blank. 










		Col 

		Length 

		Item 

		Req 

		Description 



		91 – 98 

		8 

		Beneficiary Benefit Start Date 

		R 

		For beneficiary records (Status = 6), the date that beneficiary’s benefits started in DDMMYYYY format. 

For member records, leave blank. 



		99 

		1 

		Form of Benefit 

		O 

		0 = Unknown 

1 = Single life 

2 = Single life with guarantee 

3 = Joint & survivor 

4 = Joint & survivor with guarantee 

5 = Other 



		100 

		1 

		Workforce Characteristics 

		O 

		0 = Unknown 

1 = Non-union salaried 

2 = Non-union hourly 

3 = Union 



		101 

		1 

		Eligible for Retiree Health Benefits? 

		O 

		1 = Yes, member is eligible 

2 = No, member is not eligible 







Col. REQ – ‘R’ = Required, ‘O’ = Optional
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Retirement_Type


Gender_DescDataRetiredBeneficiaryGrand Total


1=MaleNumber of Records63,0491,09064,139


Contracts Exposed61,7811,04562,825


Death Exposure1,43811,439


Qx by Count 0.023270.000960.02290


Expected Deaths by Contract UP94Adj1,960                     41                         2,001        


AE Ratio by Count - UP94Adj 73.4%2.4%71.9%


2=FemaleNumber of Records3,1115,3168,427


Contracts Exposed3,0135,0828,096


Death Exposure6361124


Qx by Count 0.020910.011980.01531


Expected Deaths by Contract UP94Adj64                         113                       177           


AE Ratio by Count - UP94Adj 98.3%53.9%70.0%


Total Number of Records66,1606,40672,566


Total Contracts Exposed64,7946,12770,921


Total Death Exposure1,501621,563


Total Qx by Count 0.023160.010100.02204


Total Expected Deaths by Contract UP94Adj2,024                     154                       2,178        


Total AE Ratio by Count - UP94Adj 74.2%40.1%71.8%
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600.0051320.003099860.0984120.066039


610.0054350.003761870.1138330.079338


620.0069380.004032880.1294770.087434


630.0067650.004551890.1362420.101303


640.0081190.005065900.1479460.121137


650.0085200.007285910.1764620.126557


660.0100140.006460920.2139960.146829


670.0110340.006930930.1808820.165172


680.0124080.007903940.2492280.182477


690.0138190.008462950.2835550.199161


700.0148240.009288960.2706350.232072


710.0156640.011094970.2196280.252739


720.0192440.012623980.2816590.275702


730.0214040.013090990.3352020.265544


740.0254860.0146841000.2448030.328707


750.0267840.016392


760.0307750.017942


770.0348150.020210


780.0397520.022279


790.0441080.027925


800.0485810.030164


Qx by Amount




